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In your work on the farm and ranch

Vol. II

Published quarterly by the College of

Agriculture, University of Arizona, Tucson,

Arizona; Dr. P. S. Burgess, dean of agri-

A love for animals and practical culture. Reprinting or quoting permitted

have you ever wished that you were skills in handling them are important
highly skilled in relieving the suffer- qualities in the success of a veterinaring of farm animals and maintaining ian. But he must also have a profestheir health?
sional turn of mind and the capacity
If your answer is yes, then you have and interest for mastering the theoprobably given thought at some time retical and technical side of disease
to such questions as the following: control. The biological and chemical
What is the nature of the job of a sciences are a basic part of both the
veterinarian? What is the outlook for training content and the daily work
employment and advancement in this of the veterinarian. Other important

work? Do I have the qualities re- aptitudes include skill and cleanliness
quired of a member of this profes- in handling instruments, careful obsion? Can I obtain admission to a servation, ability to render quick and

veterinary college and complete the
required courses?
The following information is directed mainly to Arizona farm and
ranch youths now facing the problem

No. 4

Jan.- Feb. -Mar., 1951

accurate judgment and courtesy and
good personality in dealing with the

with proper credit.
Entered as second -class matter March
18, 1949, at the post office at Tucson, Arizona, under the act of August 24, 1912.
Arizona farmers, ranchmen, and home-

makers may have their names placed on
the mailing list to receive Progressive
Agriculture at no cost by sending a request to the College of Agriculture, Unie
versity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.
Editorial Board : Ralph S. Hawkins,
chairman; Mitchell G. Vavich, Experiment
Station; Howard R. Baker, Extension
Service; R. W. Cline, Resident Instruction;
Mildred R. Jensen, School of Home Economics; Joe McClelland, ex- officio member and editor.

public.

Obtaining admission to a veterinary New Bulletins
college is still a problem, since all of
New bulletins and circulars are
of choosing a vocation.
the 17 colleges in this country have
listed
below. Ask your County Agrifull enrollments and most of them still
Five Major Types
have waiting lists for admission. The cultural Agent for a copy.
Veterinary medicine includes at scholastic record of the student obvileast five major types of employment, ously has an important bearing upon Experiment Station
such as federal jobs, state and munici- his chances for admission. All the
Gen. Bul. 230 -Desert Grapefruit
pal work, private practice and teach- schools have four -year programs and Goes to Market.
ing. The veterinarian today is not a all require two years of college work
Gen. Bul. 231 Physical Land Con"horse doctor" but a specialist in for admission.
ditions in the Fredonia Soil Conservaanatomy, pathology and bacteriology
tion District, Arizona.
A program of pre- veterinary courses
as they relate to animal health. He
Tech. Bul. 120 -Behavior of Nitroalso gives advice on the breeding, is offered through the Department of genous
Fertilizers in Alkaline Calcarfeeding, and management of livestock. Animal Pathology of the University of
eous
Soils
: I. Nitrifying characteristics
Much of his work is out on the farm Arizona. Since only 16 states have
and ranch and his hours are as uncer- veterinary colleges, these schools give of some organic compounds under
preference to near -by states in admit- controlled conditions.
tain as are the attacks of diseases.
Although the number of veterinary ting non -resident student s. Most Extension Service
colleges in this country has increased schools charge higher tuition and fees
Cir. 127 ( Reprint ) Fitting Cropby about one third during the past ten for non -resident students than for
ping
Systems to Water Supplies in
years, the demand for graduates is residents of the state.
Central
Arizona.
still good. The improvement of trainCir. 164- Homemakers' Club HandColleges Listed
ing programs in recent years has enbook.
abled veterinarians to render a broadVeterinary
colleges
in
the
western
Ch. 165 -Dates in Arizona.
er range of improved services in all states include: University of Caliphases of their work. Much of the in- fornia,
Cir. 166 -Making Your First Dress
Colorado A and M
creased demand for personnel is due College,Davis;
(
Second
Year 4 -H Clothing. )
Ft. Collins; Kansas State Colto the expansion of work with small lege, Manhattan;
Cir. 167 Milk Fever.
Texas A and M
animals and other specialized produc- College, College Station;
Cir. 168 -Johnson Grass Poisoning.
tion services such as the artificial in- State College, Pullman, andWashington
Oklahoma
Cir. 169 Cowpox.
semination programs.
A and M college, Stillwater.
Cir. 170 Impaction of the Rumen.
The growth of the profession is inThe other colleges are Alabama
dicated by the following figures on
Cir. 171 Retained Placentae.
enrollment in veterinary colleges in Polytechnic Institute, Auburn; CorCir. 172 -Warts on Cattle.
this country. In 1930 there were 991 nell University, Ithaca, New York;
Cir. 173 Ringworm.
students; 1938, 2656 students; 1949, University of Georgia, Athens; Iowa
Cir. 174 -Calf Losses.
3282 students; and 1950, 3348 stu- State College, Ames; Michigan State
Cir. 175 -Foot Rot in Cattle.
dents. There has been a similar in- College, East Lansing; University of
Missouri,
Columbia;
University of
crease in the number of people emCir. 176- Mastitis ( Garget)
ployed in veterinary work. For ex- Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Tuskegee
Cir. 177 Lump Jaw in Cattle ( Acample, the number of veterinarians Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama; Univer- tinomycosis ).
employed in Arizona has increased sity of Illinois, Urbana; University of
Minnesota, St. Paul.
from 20 in 1940 to 72 at present.
JAN., FEB., MARCH, 1951
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INDEX OF FARM PRICES
1910-14 . 100
%OF 1910-14

200

100

1910

additional 11/2 % the following month.
Non -farm prices likewise rose.

By HOWARD R. BAKER

1930

1920

1940

1950

1960

trois because of their effects on business.

What does inflation mean to the
farmer
and rancher? Inflation hurts
Prices probably will be higher in
look forward to in 1951?
everyone.
Farmers and ranchers can
The answer to that question de- 1951 although some irregularity expect somewhat
higher prices for
pends primarily upon developments will undoubtedly occur with the
their
products
in
1951.
At the same
in the present unsettled world condi- changing economic and military
time, the things they buy will carry
tions and action to be taken at Wash- conditions.

What can farmers and ranchers

ington.

In general, everything points to
higher farm prices, together with increased costs of production, higher
taxes, and almost unrestricted agricul-

tural production. Higher prices and
consequent additional inflation can be
expected in 1951. And practically no
one benefits from inflation.

Agricultural prosperity depends
primarily upon prosperity in industry, high industrial production, and
full employment at good wages.
So a glance first at the business
picture should give some idea of the

buying power in the hands of the

the United
States not engaged in agriculture. For
upon their buying power depends the
prosperity of the farmer and rancher.
125,000,000 people in

First, a look at our industrial production. Industrial plants are producing at almost full capacity with

employment at the highest level in

A major problem resulting from the
anticipated higher prices will be that
of inflation. How much inflation will
we have? Can it be controlled? How
will it affect the Arizona rancher and

farmer? Will it bring price controls?
These are some of the questions facing agriculture today.
Inflation, in any sizable degree, is
harmful to almost everyone. And its
control is most difficult.

1951 Offers to Farmers:
Unrestricted production
Higher farm prices
High costs of production, labor,
machinery, supplies
Higher taxes
Greater net income

history. Wages, too, are at high levels.

The index of industrial production,
which is one of our best indexes of
only way to control inflation
business conditions, stands at about is The
to
prevent
it.
210 ( the war -time high was 247) ,
based on the pre -war years 1935 -39
as 100. In other words, production today has more than doubled compared
with the pre -war period.

High industrial production

Probably the principal factor in inflation today is the defense program.
The defense program is expected to
take an increasingly larger percentage
of our national production. This year
the nation is spending around sixteen
or seventeen billions of dollars on the
defense program. It is expected that

a higher price tag. However, it is expected that farm prices may rise more
than the price of things farmers buy,
thus resulting in a higher net income.
Taxes will unquestionably be higher.

The U. S. Department of Agri-

culture has asked for full farm production in 1951.
A large domestic demand for the
products of agriculture, both civilian

and military, and some demand from
export markets are the chief reasons
for this request for full production.
Turning to specific agricultural
commodities, a large increase in cotton acreage is requested for 1951. The
goal is 16,000,000 bales. In only 5 of
the last 30 years have we had a crop
of over 16,000,000 bales.

Arizona farmers are in a position to
meet and profit from this request for
increased acreage. The new varieties

of cotton developed by Prof. E. H.

Pressley of the college of agriculture
of the University of Arizona are not
only giving increased yields per acre
but have been receiving a premium
in price of some 200 points or more.
Neither acreage allotments nor marketing quotas will be in effect in 1951,

but prices will be supported at 90%
of the parity price on Aug. 1, 1951.

Prices of beef cattle are expected
to be at continuing high levels in 1951.
Higher consumer incomes will increase the demand for meat, and even

means full employment. Full employment at good wages means a
though beef cattle ( and all meat )
large buying power in the hands this will double by mid-1951-to supplies are expected to be higher in
of the public.
1951, prices will likely continue at or
nearly $30,000,000,000.
tion have been suggested. Control

near present levels.
Other important farm commodities

ple were spending freely. The midyear outbreak drove prices sharply
upward. Farm prices, which in the
previous year had fallen somewhat,
rose 61/2 % in this one month and an

and will undoubtedly be used. And

produced in Arizona are expected to
be in good demand in 1951. With a
large acreage planned for cotton pro-

PAGE 3

must be used in the placing of con-

Prior to the Korean outbreak, price
levels were steady or rising, with record employment at high wages. Peo-

PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE

Several means of controlling infla-

through taxation is an important one,
it is least disturbing to the economy.
A second means of curbing inflation
is through controls
controls on

prices, wages, and on certain more
strategic materials. Much greater care

duction,

alfalfa, grain,

and

grain
sorghum acreages will be cut some-

what. This will reduce supplies of
(Please turn to page 12)

By GEORGE W. BARR
The highly competitive nature of
.

used field -box system showed substantial savings. During the first year
of bulk- operation the savings approximately equaled the costs of the bulk handling equipment including the in-

the Desert grapefruit industry calls
for careful attention to all items of stallation charges. In addition bulk cost in marketing the fruit. For three handling is said to be cleaner and to
years the Department of Agricultural reduce the fire hazard and accidents.
Economics of the University of Ari- The information developed by the
zona has worked closely with box fab- study encouraged a rapid changericating companies and with citrus over to bulk- handling. ( See picture
packing houses and grower's organiza-

tions to find ways of reducing costs
between producers and consumers.

5 Million Boxes Annually
The Desert grapefruit crop, annually around five million boxes, is
produced in Maricopa and Yuma
counties in Arizona and in Imperial
and Coachella valleys in California.
Sixty percent of the fruit travels an
average of five hundred miles to mar-

ket while the remainder averages

about two thousand miles. It competes for a share of the consumer's
dollar with Texas and Florida grapefruit and also with oranges and
other fruits.

This study has shown that certain

changes in the marketing process will
reduce the cost of marketing. A num-

above. )

Packing costs were

the fruit from tree to packing shed;

( 2) adjustments to bring about lower
packing house costs; ( 3) substitution
of less expensive shipping boxes; (4 )
the use of more attractive retail packages; and (5) a downward adjustment
of per mile shipping charges.
A comparison of the costs of bulk handling of fruit in the field with the

costs of the same plant's previously

ated car. In 1950 the same box manu-

facturer and also a second one co-

itemizing the cost of thirteen Desert
grapefruit packing plants. From 19391940 to 1947 -1948, packing costs

shipments up to carlot size were made

by the University in 1948, 1949 and
1950. In each case shipments in paperboard boxes were compared with shipments in wooden boxes.
;.

Save 15 Cents a Box
It is estimated that a saving of

sible through the use of paperboard

boxes. Certain Desert grapefruit packing houses are using some paperboard

nearly doubled. The greatest single boxes on a commercial scale during
increase was in the cost of a wooden the present 1950 -1951 season.
box and lid which cost nearly tripled
grapefruit were packed in
during the period. A wide range in redFormerly
bags which were designed
total packing costs was found. A com- to mesh
the natural color of
enhance
parison of a plant's individual costs oranges. The favorable
consumer rewith the average cost of the thirteen sponse shown by the study
an explants helped some operators find perimental yellow mesh bagtoquickly
ways of reducing costs.
brought about a change by the inIn 1948 and 1949 a paperboard box dustry to the more attractive yellow
manufacturer cooperated with the bag for grapefruit.
University of Arizoná and developed
The former 76 -pound estimated
a paperboard box which would pro- weight of the packed box of Desert
tect the grapefruit shipment, provide grapefruit as used in calculating
aeration and withstand the moisture freight charges was found by this
study to be six pounds too high. A 70-

pound weight has gone into effect,
Table I. The Consumer's Desert
Grapefruit Dollar, 1946 -1947.
Cost item

Cost per Percent of
packed box total price

$3.60 100 percent
Consumer paid
1.20
33 percent
Retailer's margin
.18
5 percent
Wholesaler's margin
Transportation and
17 percent
.61
refrigeration
4 percent
Selling and advertising.... .14
.81
23 percent
Packing
.19
5 percent
Picking and hauling
.47
13 percent
Grower received

r

operated in this work. Experimental

studied by about 15 cents per box may be pos-

ber of these changes have already
been put into use. They include : ( 1 )
use of labor- saving devices in moving

conditions that prevail in a refriger-

saving about $75,000 per year in truck

and rail freight charges. Ton -mile

freight rates have been shown to favor the movement of Texas grapefruit

over Desert grapefruit to all major

markets in the Intermountain and Pacific Northwest states. In the interest

of the Desert grapefruit industry an
adjustment of these rates seems advisable.

Some ratification of the study developed interesting points. The largest
single cost in the marketing of grapefruit was retailing ( Table I) . Surveys

of about 500 retail grocery stores in
(Please turn to page 11)

FPictures 1 and 2 show condition of 1948

shipments of package citrus upon arrival
in Chicago. No. 3 shows the box used in
the 1950 shipment to San Francisco.
PAGE 4
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Arizona
Me /ans
By LELAND BURKHART

A $15,000,000 melon crop during
1950 was produced by Arizona grow-

ers and shippers. Improvements in
this important crop benefit Arizona
growers and shippers, consumers, railroads, truckers, ice manufacturers,
suppliers of seed, containers, fertilizers, insecticides and machinery.

Arizona's annual 30,000 acres of
melons are grown for the most part
in two localized districts (1) Salt
River Valley and ( 2 ) Yuma area. The

respective values of the melon crops

shipped from the two areas were

nearly equal for 1950. Arizona shipment of cantaloups in 1950 was three
times that of the Imperial Valley.
The Yuma district shipped a $6 mil-

Arizona Strains Developed

Arizona strain of powdery- mildew -resistant cantaloup No. 45.

Arizona Experiment Station workers
The strains of Klondike waterhave developed the Arizona strain of melons grown in Arizona are Black
the Powdery Mildew Resistant Canta- Seeded, R7 -Wilt Resistant, Striped,
loup No. 45. Foundation seed of the Striped Blue Ribbon -Wilt Resistant
Arizona strain has recently been re- and Peacock, which has a tough rind
newed by Dr. R. E. Foster, vegetable and withstands distant shipping. A
breeder for the University of Arizona. serious condition of tissue browning
Earlier Arizona workers developed within the rind of ripe watermelons
the Arizona 13 cantaloup which has has caused considerable loss to growexcellent eating and shipping quality ers in Arizona and California.
but is too small for the present comThe cause of the condition which
mercial trade.
develops in the field is unknown.
Some new promising strains de- However, the condition appears to be

veloped by USDA workers have more common in the wilt resistant
lion cantaloup crop largely in June shown up favorably in tests conducted strains of the Klondike variety.
and in addition shipped many water- by C. W. Van Horn, University of
melons. The Salt River Valley shipped Arizona Experiment Farm at Yuma.
Many Phases of Melon Industry
a $5.5 million cantaloup crop largely The importance of adequate bee polThe various phases of the Arizona
in July and in addition shipped a $2 lination of cantaloups has recently
melon
industry are indicated in the
million Honey Dew melon crop.
been proved by USDA workers in accompanying
diagram. The Yuma

The Salt River Valley also shipped Arizona.
Dr. Whitaker states that the Honey
most of the watermelons. Arizona Dew
is evidently the variety
watermelon growers shipped a $1.5 Whitemelon
Antibes
about 1900
million crop in 1950. The Salt River from Southern imported
France and renamed.
Valley has become the leading district
in the nation for shipments of cantaloups and Honey Dew melons.
CONSUMER

Seed Improved
According to Dr. T. W. Whitaker,
USDA melon breeder, cantaloup ship-

ping from the Southwestern valleys
of Imperial, Yuma and Salt River was

originally based on the Netted Gem
variety, later renamed Rocky Ford.
Later the Salmon Tint and Pollock 1025 dominated the plantings. In 1919,

ACCEPTANC

area is in a particularly favorable position for cantaloup production, be-

cause of earliness and the unfavorable
(Please turn to page 11)

REGION OF
ROD! CTION

Climate

TRANSPORTATIO
Marketing tandars
and Containers

$oi I mandement

CHOICE OF
VARIETY

PACKING
OPERATIONS
r

Yield and

SEED SOURCE

Quality

Treatment

the Perfecto was introduced and re-

PLANTING and

lated strains became popular. In 1924

Cold protection

Mr. Hale of Imperial Valley introduced the Hale's Best variety. Pow-

dery Mildew Resistant Cantaloup No.

Maturity Tests

45 introduced by USDA workers in
1935 is the most popular of the Hale's
Best strains. It is more widely adapted
than any other variety, and continues
to be much in demand by consumers.

Pollination by Bees

Spaying or Dusting

PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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GROWTH
MANAGEMENT

Training Vines

Ih54ots - Diseases-Nutrition

Ii-ht

Cultivation

otior

Tkinnin9- Weeding

Another problem associated witn
The consumption of other insecticides of plant origin, such as those these newer insecticides, notably
containing rotenone or nicotine, has DDT, has been a tendency for insects,
been materially affected by the ap- through successive generations, to depearance of the newer synthetic or- velop a tolerance or resistance to a
particular insecticide. This tendency
ganic insecticides.
has been particularly evident in the
Synthetic Insecticides
case of flies and is being watched
The more important synthetic or- with interest.
ganic insecticides, all of which have
Chlorinated hydrocarbon insectibeen developed commercially only cides are relatively safe to apply from
By LAITRENCE A. CARRUTH
within the last decade, include DDT, the standpoint of the operator when
hexachloride, chlordane, tox- due precautions are observed. DDT
The effective use of insecticides is benzene
aphene,
parathion, and TEP (tetraan important element in the success- ethyl pyrophosphate ). N u m e r o u s has a pleasant fruity odor. Benzene
ful production of many Arizona crops. other synthetic organic insecticides hexachloride has a persistent, unpleasIn a single season as many as 17,- have been introduced although most ant odor which prevents its use on
000,000 pounds of insecticides have have been found less effective, of plants intended for human consumpbeen used within the state. A demand limited potential use, or less fully tion, although this odor is not objecof this magnitude has developed be- developed than those mentioned. tionable on cotton.
A "purified" form of benzene hexacause of the importance of the insect Most of these names have been offichloride,
consisting largely of but one
problem and the availability of effec- cially coined to replace long and elabseveral
chemical forms, or
of the
tive materials at reasonable prices. A orate chemical designations.
isomers, of the compound, has been
large proportion of the insecticide tonOnly chlordane and toxaphene are given the name lindane. In this pronage sold includes materials largely
unknown a decade ago which have of American origin. Parathion appar- duct the objectionable odor of technibeen developed by relatively recent ently originated in Germany prior to cal benzene hexachloride has been
research by public and industrial and during World War II. Despite largely eliminated. Chlordane has
their recent use as insecticides, DDT, been used widely for controlling soil
agencies.
benzene hexachloride, and TEP, all insects, household pests, and grassof European origin, had been known hoppers.
Two Groups
Toxaphene has also been effective
as chemical compounds since 1874,
against grasshoppers and certain pests
Insecticides may be placed in two 1825, and 1854, respectively.
of cotton and alfalfa. Aldrin and dilarge groups according to their chemieldrin are two relatively new chlorical nature. The first group comprises
nated hydrocarbon insecticides now
those of an inorganic character, conemerging from the developmental
taining such elements as arsenic,
stages which show definite promise
fluorine, sulfur, antimony, and others.
of future usefulness.
The second group comprises those
Parathion and TEP belong to a
Programs Use Materials
of an organic nature and includes ingroup
of insecticides known as orsecticides of plant origin, petroleum
ganic
phosphates.
They are effective
Unknown a Decade Ago
oils, fumigants, and various synthetic
against numerous insects and are
organic insecticides. The most striking
more
effective than chlorinated hydrodevelopment of the last decade has
carbons against most aphids and
been the introduction of a number of
mites. TEP has almost no residual acremarkably effective synthetic organic
DDT,
benzene
hexachloride,
chlortion and may therefore be used on
insecticides.
dane, and toxaphene are known as edible plants shortly before harvest.
Among the inorganic insecticides chlorinated hydrocarbons and in their
Parathion has a more prolonged rethose containing arsenic, for example, pure states contain 52, 73, 89, and 69
sidual
action, the time varying accordhave been replaced to a considerable per cent, respectively, of chlorine. As
extent, in the control of grasshoppers a group they are noted for their in- ing to the temperature and other
and cotton insects, by newer ma- secticidal effectiveness, residual ef- factors.
terials. On the other hand, the con- fects, and relative safety to plants,
sumption of elemental sulfur, which with some variations and exceptions.
Precautions Necessary
serves both as an insecticide and as
According to the Food and Drug
Because of relatively long periods
a diluent for other insecticides, has
Administration,
parathion and TEP
definitely increased. Other inorganic of residual effectiveness certain prob- are 70 and 125 times,
respectively,
insecticides continue to be used for lems may arise when these materials more toxic to warm -blooded
animals
special purposes as, for example, are applied to plants intended for hu- than is DDT. Careful precautions must
cryolite. This fluorine insecticide is man or animal consumption. ( Under be taken in the application of these
useful in cases where a long residual Arizona weather conditions certain of insecticides and the manufacturer's
action is desired and no serious resi- these residues may persist on foliage instructions should be scrupulously
due or plant injury problems are for shorter periods than may occur

The Newer
Insecticides

present.
Certain organic insecticides of plant
origin, such as pyrethrum, are needed

elsewhere. )

followed.

In general, organic phosphate in-

It is probable that the Food and secticides are used only when other,

Drug Administration of the Federal safer materials are less effective
in cases where no toxic residues are Security Agency will shortly announce against the pests it is desired to
permissible, as in homes, restaurants, regulations limiting the quantities of control.
and food -processing establishments, these and other insecticides legally
(Please turn to page 11)
but where immediate "knock down" permitted on fresh plant products ofof flies and other insects is required. fered for sale for human consumption. PAGE 6
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Setter Meals
Away from Nome
Institutional

Economics

Teaches

;

Group

Feeding and Management to Home Ec Girls

By MARY ADELE WOOD

Who's the girl behind the meal before the man? I don't know, but if he
is eating away from home I hope she
has had good training in Institution
Economics.

Institution Economics is sometimes

called Hotel or Restaurant Management but since hospitals, schools and

factories also serve meals to large

groups of people the term institution
is used to include all types of organizations. Economics is also an inclusive

term used for operation and management, particularly where income and
expenditure are considered.

Management Important
Meals take management, for as

The manager h i r e s, schedules,
teaches and supervises employees who
do the cooking, serving, dishwashing

and cleaning. She keeps a record of
all transactions, makes out a budget,
controls cost and prepares reports.

Where do food managers receive

their training? Many receive it in universities and colleges. Courses in Institution Economics offered at the
University of Arizona in the School of
Home Economics are Institution Food
Management, Institution Organization
and Administration, Buying Food and
Equipment for Institutions, and Institution Accounting.
The kitchen is considered a production unit or manufacturing plant, and
the dining room a sales room. Layouts

every good homemaker knows, they
do not grow on trees. However, there are studied with reference to food
are some differences in food service routing, arrangement of departments
at home and in the institution. Fam- for efficiency and the selection of
ilies usually have 2 to 10 members, building materials for durability, ease
and institutions 50, 100, 500 or more
of cleaning and appearance. Upkeep
guests.
of the plant, cleanliness and sanitation
In large institutions several rooms are stressed. The study of public resuch as a butcher shop, bake shop, lations and personnel management is
vegetable room and dishwashing room essential.
are needed in addition to the main
kitchen. At home the number to be
Costs Studied
served is known and family members
The cost of a meal is not all food.
eat the same food at the same time.
To
determine relative costs the total
In institutions the number to be served
is usually estimated, guests select from income is considered 100 per cent. On
a variety of choices which differ in this basis, for each $1 income the cost

price and in flavor, and the meal is
served during a period of from one

1

n

menus, does the purchasing, receives
the food upon delivery and sees that
it is put away.

might be: food 50c, labor 30c, utilities
3c, other operating costs ( paper supplies, cleaning materials, laundry ) 2c,

vistworw

Potatoes for mashing are cooked in a

compartment steamer. (Top picture above.)

Students in Institution Food Management study meat in the butcher shop at
the University Dining Hall. Mrs. Verla
Barbour is indicating where a cut might
be made to separate the rump from the
round of beef. (Center picture.)

Future managers are trained in food

service. (Lower picture.)

(Pictures by Chuck Ackerman)

Planning, preparing food and serv-

ing meals to community groups

is

similar in many respects to institution
meal service. Committee plans for

to three hours.
and replacement 3c, housing, these meals need to be carefully
Since food quality often deterior- repair
rent
or
taxes 7c, depreciation 3c, in- made so' that each member of each
ates upon standing, this involves hold- surance lc, profit lc.
committee will know what is to be
ing the food under carefully controlled
At
Cost
control
is
very
important.
done, how it is to be done and when
of
a
relay
conditions, or the use
home
with
a
family
of
five
if
each
it is to be done. As an aid in planning,
method of cooking. At home the homemeals
per
person
costs
5c
too
much
records may be kept from previous
maker plans and prepares the meal. In
the
loss
per
day
would
be
75c
or
for
a
meals. These should include the date
the institution the food manager ( with
period
of
30
days
$22.50.
In
the
instiand time of the meal, the price
the aid of assistants ) checks the refrigtution
for
500
the
loss
per
day
for
charged, the number served, menu,
makes
the
erators and storerooms,
three meals would be $75 or for a perPROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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iod of 30 days, $2,250.

(Please turn to page 11)
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And Agriculture
A Report on 1950
By H. V. SMITH

tober 1, 1949, there were 22,000,000
acre feet in storage while at present
there are stored only 19,746,000 acre
feet. Similar reductions in the quantity

of stored water are found in all of
Unless more preciptation comes our
way than is in sight at present, Arizona
will find itself in the subnormal moisture column again this year. The
actual deficiency, while important, is

the state's reservoirs.
From the standpoint of agricultural
production the weather played an im-

portant part. The average January

minimum temperatures for the state
not as important as the distribution were 4 to 5 degrees below normal.
The freezes were the hardest since
throughout the year.
A glance at the graph makes it plain

that the precipitation at the University of Arizona for January was less
than 1/3 normal. February was a wet
month and without the 1.17 inch of
rain

occurring

then,

the

present

drought would have been more severe. During the next three months

the almost cloudless skies yielded
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1913. They extended over a period of

3 days and were responsible for the the month. Barley, alfalfa, flax, potaloss of almost the entire Salt River toes, honeydews and watermelons
Valley citrus crop left on the trees at were all harvested during July.

the time of the freeze. Many trees

were defoliated and the tender wood
frozen back. Frost damage was less
severe in the Yuma district.

Harvest

of

excellent

honeydew

melons continued into August. The
weather remained ideal for the harvesting of both grains and alfalfa in
the Yuma valley. Alfalfa seed produc-

Crops Damaged
Truck crops in the Salt River Valley were severely damaged or lost

tion has been especially heavy this

at Tucson, and greater amounts re- Safford area was killed. After the midceived in the higher range lands of dle of January the weather improved
Pima, Santa Cruz and Cochise coun- and became ideal for such crops as
ties is responsible for some of the lettuce, carrots, melons and such field
best growth of range grass seen in crops as barley and alfalfa.

tober on record in Arizona. As a result

only 0.26 inch of rain, about 1/3 the
rain expected in March alone. As a

rule June is a dry month, but in 1950
sufficient rain fell to bring the total
up to almost normal for the period.
July rainfall was abnormally high.
The 4.08 inches of rainfall recorded

this part of the state in years. Luxuriant growth of grass was the result of
heavy June and July rains.
Rains during August, September,
and October were far below normal
and the range in Southern Arizona is
reported to have deteriorated consid-

erably as a result. Reports from the
Springerville, Vernon, Holbrook areas

report exceptionally poor range because of
droughts.

summer

and

autumn

year due to the use of bees for pollina-

tion purposes. A few instances have
reported where yields, which
completely. Broccoli and cauliflower been
otherwise
would have been excellent,
were destroyed, carrot tops were frozwere
lowered
by untimely rains.
en back while celery and winter letOctober, 1950, was the hottest Octuce were retarded. Much flax in the

15 to 25% of the lettuce was lost,

while carrots, cabbage, and broccoli
were rushed by the heat but suffered
much less damage. Cotton seems to be
little affected by the unseasonably

Frosts in March and April reduced
the apple, apricot, and peach crops warm fall weather although the winappreciably. On the 3rd and 4th of ter grains have benefitted greatly by
May frosts in the Elfrida district killed
between 600 and 700 acres of peppers,

lack of cold weather.
Surveys in November have shown
some sunburn on citrus fruit. Physio-

Early May temperatures were generally the lowest since 1899. As a result some cotton had to be replanted.
Later in the month conditions became
ideal for harvesting cantaloupe, on-

leaves and black heart of celery were
more severe this year than usual be-

reducing the crop in that area by at
logical diseases such as tip burn of
least j3.

cause of the universally warm fall

weather. Bacterial and fungal diseases

were little affected by the weather
virus diseases which are spread
Cattlemen are not the only ones to ions, potatoes and a record barley but
by
insect
were more severe
suffer as a result of the recent irregu- crop. Ranges continued to deteriorate. than usualcarriers
this year.
larities in the weather. Runoff for the
In June favorable weather made it

year is reported by the U. S. Geologi-

possible to harvest a large cantaloupe

cal Survey to be far below normal. crop in Yuma and other truck crops in
The discharge in the Grand Canyon the Salt River Valley. Cotton reacted
for the year ending September 30 was favorably to the weather in June and
11,100,000 acre feet, a reduction of July. The Salt River Valley cantaloupe

3,000,000 acre feet under that for the
same period last year.

This is reflected in the amount of
water stored in Lake Meade. On Oc-

(The author is indebted to members of
the Agricultural Experiment Station, to
the U. S. Weather Bureau, and the Geological Survey for some of the information
contained in this article.)

harvest reached its peak during early
H. V. Smith is Associate AgriculJuly but continued until the last week tural Chemist.
of the month where as the Yuma harvest closed during the first week of PAGE 8
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Weed Control in Flax

3. The ester formulations cannot be
recommended for use on Punjab flax
because of the serious yield reductions
obtained at all rates used.
4. The amine formulations have not

The first experimental work on the
use of chemicals in growing flax in seriously reduced flax yields when
Arizona was begun in the fall of 1948. used at rates of one -half pound per
Both 2,4 -D and IPC were applied acre or less.
( a ) prior to the emergence of the flax
Low Rates Ineffective
and ( b ) at about the three -inch stage
5. Rates less than one -half pound
of the flax. Various rates were used,
per
acre of any formulation of 2,4 -D
ranging from one -fourth to one pound

Results Are
Summarized
By H. F. ABLE

and H. P. Corns
Flax is notoriously one of the poor-

per acre of 2,4 -D and from one to six tested have not been effective in weed
control.

per acre of IPC. In this preest weed competitors among all the pounds
crops. Since it is normally drill planted liminary experiment, all three comformulations of 2,4 -D were
in narrow rows, cultivation is out of mercial
the question. When heavy weed in- used.

amine formulations of 2,4 -D have successfully controlled, but not elimi-

festations are contemplated, it may be
successfully planted in wide enough

( Sysimbrium irio) , Nettle Leaf Goose -

Results of this experiment indicated
( a ) that the sodium salt formulations
of 2,4 -D were not satisfactory because
of low effectiveness, ( b ) that rates be-

6. Half pound per acre rates of the

nated, such weeds as wild mustard

foot ( Chenopodium murale ) and sour
clover ( Melilotus indica)
is not the usual practice. Conse7. Knotweed ( Polygonum argyrocoquently, the need for chemical con- low one -half pound per acre of any
of
the
2,4
-D
formulations
were
ineflean
) has not been controlled by any
trol methods is acute.
fective in the control of even the most rates that can safely be used in flax
susceptible weeds, ( c ) that pre - fields.
Two Types
emergence treatments were likely to
8. IPC is best applied at the 4 to 6
Botanically and from the control damage the flax severely under cer- true leaf stage of the flax. Best results
standpoint, the weeds occurring in tain conditions ( d ) that IPC showed have been obtained when the appli-

rows to permit cultivation, but this

.

promise for the control of wild oats cation was made prior to the emerggrasses and the broadleaf weeds. Prac- and ( e) that the most promising ap- ence of the oats. Treatments aplied
tically all are winter annuals. It is plication rates for IPC were some- during the tillering stage of the oats
fortunate from the control standpoint where between two and three and one have been less successful.
that no perennials are of importance half pounds per acre.
9. IPC applied at rates as low as
In the fall of 1949, these tests were
here.
In Britain, the use of selective expanded, but with a reduced num- two pounds active ingredient per acre
successfully controlled the M arkchemicals for the weeding of small ber of treatments. All pre- emergence have
ton
oats
as an indicator of effecgrains and flax has been standard applications were eliminated, and tiveness.used
There are indications, howpractice for many years. In the United the sodium salt formulations were
ever,
that
the wild oat is somewhat
States, however, this method of con- omitted.
more
tolerant
of IPC than is Markton.
trol assumed no importance until the
10. Rates of IPC application up to
advent of Sinox just before the war.
Summary
three
and one -half pounds active inThis chemical successfully controlled
certain broadleaf weeds in flax if apThe results of the two years of ex- gredient per acre have not signifiplied at the correct time and under perimental work may be summarized cantly reduced the yields of flax in
these experiments.
the correct circumstances. Its limi- as follows:
tations, however, have prompted the
11. IPC works through the roots
1. 2,4 -D has been most successfully and
search for better, less temperamental
to be effective must be carried
applied at the three to four inch stage into the
herbicides.
soil through the action of irriAbout 1947, flax was found to have of the flax.
gation water.
considerable tolerance to 2,4 -D, con2. Ester formulations of 2,4 -D are
sequently, the possibility of using this most effective on both flax and comH. F. Arle is Assistant Physioloflax in Arizona are of two types; the

chemical has been widely investi- mon weeds. The sodium salt formula- gist, Division of Weed Investigations,
gated. The successful use of Iso- tions are least effective with the amine B. P. I., S. & A. E., U. S. Dept. of

propyl-N phenylcarbamate or IPC in formulations intermediate in effective- Agriculture. H. P. Cords is Assistant
the control of certain annual grasses ness.
Agronomist, University of Arizona.
has suggested its use for the control

of the grass weeds which neither
Sinox and related compounds nor
2,4 -D will successfully control.

Use caution when spraying with 2.4 -D
in flax. The flax (left picture) was sprayed
in the bud stage. Note the aborted flowers
and bolls.

In the other picture, the plot on the

right received a 2- pound -per -acre appli-

cation of IPC at the four to six true -leaf
stage. The one on the left was untreated.
PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
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Above : Milled packer wheel to force seed

into moist ground before coverage. Useful
on clay ground that dries out badly. Note
weights to force planter into these heavy
soils.
Below :

Listing

in on sandy ground

with disk openers. This may be done on
flat or bedded land.

effect. Good mulches are hard to
obtain on heavy soils.
Ridging over or capping by the use

of bar -off disks aids on these heavy
soils. The ridge is removed some five
days later.

Rate of Seeding
Excessive use of planting seed does

A light bulb in a box with a moist
burlap bag will do. Egyptian cottonseed will germinate at 55 degrees; upland cottons need 65 degrees of tern perature to germinate. Plant Egyptian
first where both kinds are being used
on the same farm.

Use Precision Planters
The vegetable -type planters may be
used for cotton when properly rigged.

They tend to lose their precision effect when operated at high speeds,
however. Since it takes just so much
seed to get a stand, doubtful savings
can be had here. Cell plates when
driven at uniform speeds will give

comparable stands with a lot

less

not help in securing stands on pre - bother. The use of hill drop devices
irrigated seedbeds. Only where the are not advisable.
stand is watered up is this of aid.
Fields where good moisture and
Depth of Seeding
mulch conditions prevail have a good
stand regardless of the rate of seeding.
Depth of seeding is quite critical.
There are 4,000 seeds in a pound of Seed planted too deep will emerge in

Planting

Cotton
By W. I. THOMAS

acid -delinted cottonseed. Even though
this seed may have a germination per-

centage of 85 percent or better, one

can only expect 50 percent emergence
in the field.

It takes ten quarter -mile rows to
make an acre. A plant a foot apart
is considered normal, hence 13,200
plants are necessary for a full stand
of cotton. Seven pounds of acid delinted cottonseed will suffice, but
generally 10 or 12 pounds are used.
Thinning is not imperative if these

a weak condition. Seed placed shallow
will dry out before sprouting. Two to

three inches deep is considered correct. Moisture must be retained for

five or six days even if surface packing

must be resorted to.

Summary
1. The retention of moisture around

the seed at a close proximity to the

surface without undue packing of the
cover is imperative in securing good
stands of cotton.

rates are used.
Do not rely on extra seed to get a
2. An opener device to secure penestand
of cotton. This can cost you
is the goal of all cotton growers. A
tration
to moisture and to regulate
full stand of plants not only is neces- plenty, and it has no relation to the depth of seeding is suggested.
sary to obtain maximum yields, but it price of planting seed.
3. Use of a covering device that
materially cuts weeding costs, as the
Good Planter Essential
eliminates the voids or air spaces
field tends to be uniformly shaded.
A good planter should have a lister without undue packing is indicated.
Since cotton planted right after the
last spring frost does best, an attempt or opener device to secure penetra4. Positive depth control by indiis made to plant cottonseed at a time tion to moisture, and to regulate depth vidual
units on each row, weights for
of year when temperatures are not of seeding. It should have a long run- hard areas,
depth regulators for
exactly favorable for good germina- ner opener. Weights or springs to sandy areas and
is also important.
tion. Difficulty in obtaining stands is force the planter into the hard spots
associated with extreme soil types. of the field are desired, yet it should
5. Rate of seeding is not critical unVery light sands and heavy clays are be gauged to avoid going too deep.
less unusual conditions exist, and this
more difficult to plant in than loarns.
Positive coverage must be assured should not be relied on to get a stand
without undue packing. Packer wheels of cotton unless watering up is conMoisture in the Seedbed
for sands, and hiller disks for clays templated.
Studies in planting operations indi- are indicated. There is a strong trend
6. Replanting with a lister planter is
cate that moisture retention in the toward listing in on top of the beds preferred to watering up as weeds in
seedbed is the most important factor at the present time. This develops side a watered -up stand are hard to control
in obtaining positive stands of cotton. ridges to prevent drying out and and watered -up stands are quite
Light soil types dry out badly. Listing blowing out from sand.
skippy.
in may be necessary to secure moistGermination and Treatment
7. Difficulty in planting is associure, and the use of surface packing
must be used to retain it.
Arizona farmers insist on good seed, ated with extreme soil types.
Heavy soils tend to have consider- so little need be said along this line.
able air space between the soil parti- Acid delinting plus the use of special
-W. I. Thomas is Assistant Agroncles that are developed by the planter dusts is considered standard practice. omist.
opener, but packing the surface is A home germination test is advisable
difficult without creating an adobe to be really sure.
JAN., FEB., MARCH, 1951
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The art of placing cottonseed in the
soil to secure a positive stand of plants

Cutting Costs of Marketing Citrus

Better Meals
Away From Home

termine minimum maturity. Then

(Continued from page 4)

Los Angeles and about 125 in Tucson
revealed that the average retail mark-

"legally" mature fruit would be more
acceptable to consumers.
Agricultural Experiment Station

parable to that for more perishable

acreage, production, utilization, ship-

(Continued from page 7)

up for fresh grapefruit was com- Bulletin 230 outlines the history of
produce ( such as apples) .
Many leaders in the Desert grapefruit industry believe that the present
laboratory maturity standard does not
accurately reflect consumer acceptability of grapefruit. A series of taste
tests with consumers and a selected

1

recipes, purchase amounts, duties of
ments, markets and prices of the committees, and comments.
Desert grapefruit industry. Also inAdditional Information
cluded are the descriptions of the
process of harvesting, packing, whole-

saling, retailing, and the activities of
the industry's marketing committees.

Additional information for corn -

munity meals may be obtained from
institution books and booklets. Some
which would be of assistance in plan-

-George W. Barr is Head of the ning community meals are:
Cooking for Fifty, by Betty
1.
ing, after much more research, might Department of Agricultural Eco-

taste panel indicated that taste test-

be incorporated in the laws which de-

ARIZONA

Crocker. General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota. ( Price 15c.) This

nomics.

The Newer
Insecticides

MELONS
(Continued from page 5)

(Continued from page 6)

melon growing conditions in the Imperial Valley. It would seem that
sugar beet acreages within melon
growing districts create biological

Other Controls

conditions unfavorable for healthy
melon production.

It must be emphasized that the use
of insecticides represents but one form
of insect control. Whenever practical,
the use of non- chemical methods, such
as the encouragement of natural insect

booklet includes recipes, amounts to
purchase and suggestions for church
suppers.

Armour Meats for Quantity
2.
Cookery, Buying Guides and Recipes,
by Marie Gifford, Director of Food
Economics, Armour and Company,
Chicago, Illinois.
3.

( No charge. )

Cooking Meat in Quantity. De-

partment of Home Economics, National Live Stock and Meat Board, 407

South Dearborn Street, Chicago 5,
Illinois. ( Price 25c) .

Honey Dew melons are grown in enemies or the use of cultural prac4. Large Quantity Bread Recipes,
newly irrigated desert areas because tices should be followed.
by Clara Gebbard Synder. Wheat
the vines are sensitive to mosaic damFlour Institute, 309 West Jackson
The widespread use of the newer Blvd., Chicago, Illinois. ( No charge. )
age brought on by insect vectors
which become more serious in older and more effective insecticides has
5. Canned Food Recipes for Servalso reduced the numbers of native ing Fifty, and a leaflet, Servings Per
cultivated areas.
insect parasites and predators and may Unit for Various Canned Foods in
also affect the number of pollinating Common Can and Jar Sizes. Home
Fertilizer Requirements
insects present in an area.
Economics Division, National Canners
The fertilizer requirement for imAssociation, Washington, D. C. ( No
Research projects involving the charge.)
proved melon production in Arizona
has not been satisfactorily determined. study of the performance of the newer
6. Recipes for Quantity Service.
Some growers do not fertilize melons, insecticides on crops and insects of PA -112, June 1950 ( Food Service I)
especially when following a crop of importance in Arizona are now being and PA -135, September 1950. ( Food
lettuce. Dr. W. D. Pew, University of conducted by the Arizona Agricul- Service II) . Bureau of Home NutriArizona Vegetable Research Farm at tural Experiment Station and by mem- tion and Home Economics. AgriculTempe, has initiated field tests with bers of the Bureau of Entomology and tural Research Administration, U. S.
respect to fertilizer, irrigation and Plant Quarantine of the U. S. Depart- Department of Agriculture. ( No
spacing requirements of cantaloups. ment of Agriculture working in the charge. )
These tests have already indicated state.
7. Meals for Many, by Katherine
favorable responses from applying
W.
Harris and Marion A. Wood
The Arizona Agricultural Experimanure, nitrogen and phosphate.
ment Station is now developing new (1942) . Cornell Bulletin No. 477, New
Irrigations following first picking facilities for the preliminary testing of York State College of Home Economshowed no benefit. Spacing plants six insecticides at the Campbell Avenue ics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New
inches apart in the row was favorable. Farm north of Tucson. The more York. ( Price 30c.)
8. Manual for School and InstituArt Lange of the staff is developing promising materials and combinations
tional
Lunchrooms, Revised 1946. Premelon leaf diagnosis techniques.
will be tested further under commerpared and published by the Ohio DiThe improvement of Arizona's lead- cial conditions found in the major ag- etetic Association, Room 1016, 1001
ing position in the nation's early sea- ricultural areas of the state.
Huron Road, Cleveland 15, Ohio.
son melon industry is one of the chief
objectives of the University of Arizona
agricultural research program.

-Leland Burkhart is Head of the
Horticulture Department.
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Current recommendations concerning the use of insecticides on Arizona

( Price $2.00.)

County Agricultural Agent.

edition 1950, John Wiley and Sons,

-Laurence A. Carruth is Entomologist and Head of the Department.

Professor, School of Home Economics.

9.

Food for Fifty, by Sina Faye

crops may be obtained from your Fowler and Bessie Brooks West. 3rd
Inc., New York City. ( Price $4.50.)

-Mary Adele Wood is Associate

Expanded Cotton Acreage and Root Rot
Cotton Every Year

Avoid Losses
The measures which have proved
to be effective against root rot are

all things which must be done before

Where the crop history is not
In case it is desired to plant cotton
known, or in case of virgin land, or two or more years in succession on

root -rot land, the use of early maturing cotton makes it possible to make
They are preventive, not curative.
the final picking by November 1 and
disc down the cotton stalks and drill
in the Papago peas by November 15.
( December 1 in Yuma county. )
The broadcasting of 100 pounds per
By R. B. STREETS
44, which mature a large part of the acre of ammonium phosphate 16 -20
total crop at the time of the first pick- ( or equivalent in ammonium sulphate
Government sanction of unlimited ing, produce much better yields than and treble superphosphate ) before
cotton acreage and the support price San Tan Acala or long staple cottons planting will stimulate the growth of
of 90 percent of parity will mean a ( Pima and S X P ) on root -rot land. the peas, and 100 pounds of amvery considerable increase in cotton
monium nitrate or equivalent applied
Organic Matter
plantings in Arizona in 1951. Most of
when the peas are plowed under will
Heavy additions or organic matter, hasten rotting of the green manure.
this added acreage will be diverted
from other crops or virgin land either as manure applied to the root The fertilizers have given profitable
cleared and planted for the first time. rot spots, or a winter legume plowed increase in yields.
under will greatly increase the yield
Several other rotations involving the
In either case there is a possibility of cotton and reduce root rot. Soil sulprofitable
use of root -rot infested land
that Texas root rot may be present in phur applied before plowing is also
the soil and appear in the 1951 crop beneficial. Papago peas have been are under investigation but they do
in late June or early July and continue found to grow better at winter tem- not apply directly to the present probto kill the cotton plants at an increas- peratures and produce more green lem of handling cotton in 1951 on land
ing rate until late October. In irri- weight to plow under ( 16.5 tons per which may have root rot.
gated cotton the greatest number of acre in 1949 ) than early sour clover or
R. B. Streets is Associate Plant
plants are killed between August 15 Hubam.
Pathologist.
the cotton is seeded in the field.

fields known to have root rot, the best
procedure is to take steps to avoid or
reduce losses. Seven years of rotation
experiments on the Salt River Valley
Experiment Farm at Mesa have shown
that early- maturing cottons, especially
those like Paula C and Arizona 33 or

and October 15. As root rot causes
heavy losses in yield and quality of
lint any measures to minimize losses
are worthwhile.

Choose Clean Land

Farm Outlook
Bright for '51
(Continued from page 3)

these commodities, thus tending to

The only way to be certain that improve their price situation.
land is free from root rot is to examine

a susceptible crop on that land for
evidence of root rot. The roughly cir-

cular areas of dead plants in cotton
fields before frost, and visible in al-

falfa fields the year around will mark
the disease.
In case of doubt, send freshly dug
roots carefully wrapped in waxed paper or slightly dampened newspaper
to prevent drying out to the Department of Plant Pathology, University of
Arizona, for examination.
There is no way of telling whether
newly cleared land is free from root
rot, slightly infested,

or badly in-

fested. Fields which have been in flax

for several years, as is the case with
many fields in the Yuma valley,

should show only slight infection with
root rot the first year in cotton. Like-

wise, fields that have been in wheat,

barley, grain sorghums, lettuce or
other winter vegetables, or canta-

loupes for three or more years should
be relatively free from root rot.

Summary
Summarized briefly, the high level

Farm Radio
Daily (Except Sunday)
KRUX, Glendale, 6 :55 a.m. -Farm
Front-Maricopa County Extension Agent.
Wednesdays

KYUM, Yuma, 6 :45 a.m. -Yuma
County Agricultural Extension Service Radio Program.
Fridays
KCKY, Casa Grande-Pinal County Farm and Home Program.
chasing power in the hands of the Saturdays
public will be at top levels.
KOPO, Tucson, 8:45 a.m. -County Agent Program.
Farm prices will likely be higher,
with costs of production showing a KGLU, Safford, 11 :30 a.m. -Stepsomewhat lesser rise percentagewise,
ping Along With the Agriculresulting in a somewhat greater net
tural Extension Service.
income for farmers in 1951. Taxes will
KOY, Phoenix
be higher.
of domestic demand expected in 1951,
coupled with an enlarged defense program, should result in a high level of
industrial production, business activity, and employment at good wage
levels. Under these conditions, pur-

Economic forces are today largely
inflationary. The rate of increase of

that inflation will depend largely upon

national and international developments.

-Howard R. Baker is Assistant Director of the Agricultural Extension
Service

KTUC, Tucson
KSUN, Bisbee

to 2:00 p.m.- Arizona
Farm and Ranch Hour, presented by the Radio Bureau,
1 :30

University of Arizona, and the
College of Agriculture.
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